A Cyclic Mimic of HIV Tat Differentiates Similar TAR RNAs on the Basis of Distinct Dynamic Behaviors.
Efforts toward the development of RNA-based drug leads have been challenging because of the complexity and dynamic nature of RNA structures as therapeutic targets. The transactivation response (TAR) RNA and cognate Tat protein of HIV have long been recognized as promising antiviral targets, and recent works have identified potentially potent inhibitors of the viral RNA-protein interaction. A new class of such inhibitors, conformationally constrained cyclic peptide mimetics of Tat, has been demonstrated to inhibit the HIV life cycle. We have previously probed the complexity and dynamics of TAR RNAs in their free states, as well as conformational shifting by various peptide and small molecule ligands. In this work, we have used an ultrafast dynamics approach to probe the interactions between TAR RNAs and one of the representatives of cyclic peptide inhibitors, L22. Our studies demonstrated that cyclic L22 specifically recognizes TAR RNAs with a unique single binding site compared to two binding sites for linear Tat protein. Although both Tat and L22 bind to the TAR RNAs as a β-hairpin structure, cyclization in L22 allows it to be a more efficient ligand from a population shifting perspective. This study provided unique insights into drug design with desired properties to differentiate similar structures based on distinct dynamic behaviors.